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3. PRACTICAL 
ADVICES & WARNINGS
ITALIAN SIDE OF THE BORDER
If you arrive in one of the border cities / areas just after your first
arrival in Italy and if you have been only identified (that is without
having still applied for political asylum) you may:
a) In case you decide to do not
to ask for asylum, you may get a
deportation order that last 7 days
and depending on your nationality be be probably sent back to
your country of origin;
b) have troubles in accessing the
asylum application procedures
and/or the reception system;
c) be forcibly transferred to the
Taranto hotspot or in a CPR (Centre for Permanence before Repatriation) if you are at the border
city of V
 entimiglia border.
d) if not taken to a CPR, the expulsion order can be used as a document at train controls and police
checks: in that case you just say
you “apply the expulsion order by
leaving Italy up north”.
Over the last years there has been
an increase of checks on ethnic
and national basis at the borders,
at train stations and other places nearby towns on the border
with France, Switzerland and
14

Austria. Also, checks and stops in
the trains directed to the borders
are carried out more frequently.
There are reports of forced transfers of migrants from these areas
and cities to hotspots and centres
in Southern Italy (like the hotspot
of Taranto).
In Taranto you will be identified, your fingerprints will be
collected, compared and registered with Italian and European
police files (including EURODAC.
The 
EURODAC regulation establishes an EU asylum fingerprint database. When someone
applies for asylum their fingerprints are transmitted to the
EURODAC central system). Your
fate will depend on what the police find in the files. If you have
not previously been registered
in Europe, Italy will then become
the country responsible for your
possible application for international protection under the
Dublin agreements even if you
do not apply for asylum there.
In general, people are quickly

 eleased from hotspots after
r
being identified. However, if they
have been unable or unwilling to
seek asylum, they will be notified
of an expulsion order.

Beware of profit-makers while
you are travelling, they can
suggest you an outrageos price
for a cheap trip on common
transports.

TRAIN TICKETS:
if you have a permit to stay in Italy you can ALWAYS buy a ticket
to any italian station. You can find the timetable and prices of most
trains on www.trenitalia.it
If you are stopped, get in touch with one of the organizations in
chapter 6 and if you are a minor say clearly
“SONO MINORE”
(I am a minor).
If you want to ask for asylum, say and /or write
“CHIEDO ASILO”
(I want to ask for asylum)
like advised on chapter 5 “Legal advices”.
There have been intensified checks and push backs in the Italian cities
nearby the border (like Genova and Imperia) and on the French side
of the border.
It happened that the Italian police held documents as identity cards to
some pushed back migrants.
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FRENCH SIDE OF THE BORDER
At the French-Italian border, control has been restored. In practice, this means ID checks and
searches of vehicles facilitated
and expanded. Racial Profiling
is carried out systematically on
roads or in trains.
People trying to cross the border
are routinely stopped by the police at any time of day or night
and are brought back to Italy. At
the station of Menton Garavan
(the first station in France, after
the italian city of Ventimiglia),
there is a permanent presence
of the police to control every
train coming from Italy with
systematic identity checks for
non-white people.
THE MAIN CONTROL
AREAS ARE:
Menton Garavan station,
Ventimiglia to Breil road,
Breil to Sospel road,
Breil station (trains to Nice),
Sospel station (trains to Nice)
and Nice-Ville station.
The police forces send migrants
back to Italy on a return train,
without concern for the respect
of the procedure or the will of
the person to make a request for
asylum.
16

However, if the procedure is applied, you will be delivered a
refusal of entry paper (“REFUS
D‘ENTREE” in French lan
guage) at the Menton border
post. After a short time in the
French 
containers, you will
be handed over to the Italian
authorities who will either release you or send you to CP R
(Centre for Permanence before
Repatriation) or to Taranto.
In case of illegal refoulement at
the border, it is advisable to go
to an association to denounce
this behavior of the authorities,
specially in case of vulnerability
(minor, women victims of human trafficking or domestic violence, people with mental disorders, etc.)
When you cross the border, it is
important to have a paper specifying in writing your identity,
your willingness to seek asylum
and the reasons for this request.
If you are stopped by the police
you can ask immediately what
your rights are, for an interpreter and declare that you want
to request international protection
(“DEMANDER L‘ASILE”
in French language).
The French police checks many

trains and roads and systematically rejects all those (sometimes
including minors) who are discovered without the documents
required by European and national regulations while trying to
cross the border. It is important
to take a photo immediately, or if
you have been stopped long after
the border (e.g. in Nice), take
photos and keep all evidence of
what happened.

The French police sometimes
changes the date of birth on the
paper “refus d’entree” in order to
turn unaccompanied minors into
adults (over 18) and tearing their
documents.
Often the French police uses pepper sprays, tugs and beats migrants to get them off the train or
in the border stops.

VENTIMIGLIA
! IMPORTANT
In Ventimiglia, you may avoid places where the police
can easily see you and identify you as a migrant because
they could take you and deport you to south Italy.

In Ventimiglia there is an „emergency“ reception center for migrants
in transit run by the Red Cross called „Campo Parco Roja“, where
you can sleep, eat, wash and find assistance from non-governmental organizations as We World, Save the Children, at the entrance of
the center the Italian police checks profiles. From what we know, the
police would do this check to look for people who have never been
identified, people who have received an expulsion order (“decreto
di espulsione” in Italian language) or people that have past criminal
records /denounces. If you are in one of these situations, the police
may deny you access to the camp and take you to the police station
or to Taranto Hotspot or CPR. A priori, Campo Roja police compares
the fingerprints on their files, but they do not register and save this
information in EURODAC.
If you have already been identified on your arrival in Italy or in the
reception centre with the full procedure (with all fingers), or you
have already applied for asylum in Italy (even if you have received
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a revocation of the reception measures) you can enter the camp.
Entry to the camp does NOT oblige you to apply for asylum in Italy,
and theoretically u have to leave the camp after one week / 10 days.

4. LEGAL ADVICES
REQUEST FOR INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION
(political asylum)

BARDONECCHIA / CLAVIERE / OULX
! IMPORTANT
A train ticket Torino – Oulx costs 6€, Oulx -Claviere by bus
costs 2,5€. For the same trip profit-makers ask for 100€ / 350€
by person. They are stealers, don’t trust them!

If you try to cross the border through the Alps from November to
March it’s highly risky due to the low temperatures and the snow and
ice you may find on the road.
Take into account that, even in summer time, on the Alps the temperature at night is very low. If you feel hot during the day do not abandon
your clothes and shoes until you finish crossing.
At the mountain, if the police tries to stop you at night, do not run
away because it could be dangereous to run in a mountain at night.
French police is sometimes at the mountains (police is not allowed to
use firearms until 3 summonses have been issued) Italian police is
rarely around. Some activists can also be found walking at night in
the mountains at the border to help lost migrants to find their way.

- ITALY According to Italian and European regulations, you can obtain a permit of stay (permesso di soggiorno in Italian language) through a
request for international protection („protezione internazionale“ in
Italian language) also called political asylum (asilo politico). The asylum request can be made by anyone, at any time.
According to the Geneva Convention, you can make a request for international protection if you were a victim or if you fear that you
will become a victim of violence, persecution, threats and, in general,
violations of your fundamental rights in your country of origin for
reasons related to ethnicity, religion, nationality, membership of a
social group (like gender discrimination, sexual orientation, risk of
exclusion) or because of your political opinions; or if your country is
involved in an international armed conflict or internal armed conflict or if there are risks of being condemned, killed or tortured or
exposed to inhuman or degrading treatment if you come back to your
country of origin.
You can do the request for international protection with the so-called
„manifestazione di volontà“ that is saying or writing (in a language
you know) that you wish to apply for international protection (political asylum) explaining briefly why you are in danger in your country. Once you have formalized your application for asylum, you will
be granted a „6 month permit of stay for the request for international
protection“ and with this permit you have the right to work after 2
months of continuous stay in Italy.
Please bear in mind that poverty, economic problems and your willingness to find a job in Italy are not valid reasons to ask for international protection.
! IMPORTANT
Keep all your personal documents and remember that you have
the right to understand all documents that you are given. If you do not
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understand the documents, you have the right not to sign them; you
also have the right to have a copy of all documents for yourself.

Here latest information about the new laws concerning asylum
and immigration (first “Security Decree” – December 2018):
https://www.w2eu.info/en/themes/asylum

You will come across a police officer who speaks your language, who
will ask you a few questions about your route and suggest an appointment in the SPADA of the department in which the phone you are
calling is geolocated.

BE CAREFUL :

This is the government website listing the single windows, the only
prefecture offices competent to register an application. There is not
necessarily one in every prefecture.

especially if you are risking a Dublin procedure, practices concerning
Dublin vary greatly from one prefecture to another. Therefore, before
calling this switchboard, find out about the practices of the various
prefectures and try to call from the department where you want to
start your procedure. La Cimade offers a more or less updated overview of its application in various prefectures:

http://accueil-etrangers.gouv.fr/demande-d-asile/vous-souhaitez-
deposer-une-demande/article/lieu-du-depot-de-votre-demande.

https://www.lacimade.org/dublin-etat-des-lieux-et-conseils-pratiquesen-ile-de-france/

That said, the first place to go if you want to start an asylum procedure in France is not the prefecture but the SPADA (structures
for the first reception of asylum seekers). These are non-governmental associations that work for it. When you arrive there, they
will ask you a few questions that will be forwarded to the police.
Then they’ll give you an appointment at the prefecture. In theory, they should give you an appointment in the prefecture of
the department of this SPADA. But this is not always the case.
The GISTI (Group of Information and Support of Migrants) regularly updates the list of SPADAs and their address in France:
https://www.gisti.org/IMG/pdf/07.05.18_structure_de_premier_
accueil_hors_idf.pdf

To understand the entire asylum procedure in France, here are the
multilingual recommendations of GISTI, a totally non-governmental
organisation of trusted lawyers:
https://www.gisti.org/spip.php?rubrique966

- FRANCE -

Here is the list of SPADAs in Ile-de-France (Paris region):
https://www.gisti.org/IMG/pdf/liste-pada-idf2019.pdf
In Paris / Ile-de-France, the system is even more complicated. To access a SPADA, you must first call a telephone number managed by
the OFII (Office Français de l’Immigration et de l’Intégration, an
institution of the Ministry of the Interior): 01 42 500 900
This standard is difficult to access but free of charge from Lycamobile.
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! IMPORTANT
always keep a copy of the documents you submit to the authorities and never give originals (except passport to Ofpra).

! IMPORTANT
According to the law, you must go as soon as possible to the SPADA.
Nevertheless, before going to the SPADA, it is better to contact an association specialized in asylum like CIMADE / Gisti/ Point d’appui / legal
advise from different collectives who can help you and advice you.
If you state you arrived in France more than 90 days ago or if the police
finds evidence of it, the prefecture will place you in fast-track procedure
(“procédure accélérée” in French language) which is not convenient for you.
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! IMPORTANT

! IMPORTANT

even if you do not possess a passport or identity card, the PADA must register
your request for asylum and note on the form the information that you provide.

it is possible – if you have been mistakenly placed in the
fast-track procedure – to send a letter to the OFPRA to request
that it transfers you to the normal procedure.

The questions about your journey are to check if you have passed
through “third safe countries” outside or inside the European Union.
In this last case, they should apply the so-called “Dublin” procedure.
If you do not want to answer these questions or if the prefecture observes that you have given false information, the prefecture can state
that you do not wish to “cooperate” and can place you in the fast-track
procedure, which is not convenient for you.
At the prefecture, your fingerprints will be taken to see if you are registered in the Eurodac. The prefecture will also look for other evidence
(or signs) of passage through another country of the European Union:
you will be asked questions about your journey, your passport will be
examined (to see if there is a visa for any other European country),
as well as other documents that you provide them, to see if you have
travelled through another EU country.
If your fingerprints are stored in the EURODAC file, or if the prefecture finds another indication of your passage through another
European country, you will be placed under a “Dublin” procedure.
If you refuse to provide your fingerprints at the prefecture, you
will be automatically placed in fast-track procedure, which is not convenient for you.
The prefecture must provide you with a copy of the Government’s
Guide for asylum-seekers in a language that you understand and a list
of associations that can help you.

If you receive your asylum application acknowledgement the prefecture will provide you with an “attestation de demande d’asile” (asylum
application acknowledgement), valid for 1 month, which will indicate
in which procedure you have been placed (“normal”, “fast-track” or
“Dublin”). This document proves that you are an asylum-seeker: you
must have it with you in case you are stopped and checked by the
police (the original or a photocopy).
OFPRA can now notify by any means its decision (letter).

SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR
WOMEN ASYLUM SEEKERS
IN FRANCE
Contrary to what rumors say, as a woman asylum seeker, being pregnant, being in a couple / married or having children doesn’t neccessarily make accomodation access easier. Being in a couple benefit to
men but does not benefit to women in the asylum seeking process or
to get an accommodation.
The fact to deliver in France does not automatically give you or your
child access to residence permit or to the french nationality.
! IMPORTANT

! IMPORTANT
it is essential that you inform the prefecture of any change of address
or domiciliation by recorded delivery letter with acknowledgement of receipt.
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children born in France don’t benefit automatically from the
French nationality. They can ask for it under certain conditions
when they grow up, between the age of 13 to 18. But that doesn’t
give their parents an automatic access to residence permit.
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You have the right to ask a female officer to conduct the OFPRA
interview.
If you are or have been a victim of human trafficking or pimping,
you can contact specialised NGOs (bus des femmes, Autres regards,
Griselidis, Cabiria, amical du nid) who can help you to apply for another procedure apart from asylum seeking to obtain a temporary
residence card. This procedure in under certain conditions similar to
a complaint, give proofs and names to the police, etc.
If you are victim of domestic violence, you can contact specialised
NGOs who can help you to apply for another procedure apart from
asylum seeking to obtain a temporary residence card.
If your are victim of an assault, you can file a complaint regardless
of whether they are in a regular situation or not. To be sure that your
complaint will be registered and your rights respected, it is preferable to do so accompanied by an association or a trustable person.
If you are mother of a French minor, you can obtain the temporary
residence permit.

YOU MUST
• to be the mother of a minor French child residing in France,
• and contribute to its maintenance and education since birth or for
at least 2 years.
If you’re placed in Dublin procedure: Being single or travelling
alone, being with children (especially if they’re registered at school),
being pregnant or being under 18 are important elements to tell the
lawyer to make a case to try to break the Dublin procedure. You have
the right to a lawyer for free for such procedure.

5. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS
! WARNING
These rights are very theoretical. If Italian or French authorities not respect these fundamental rights, get in contact with a lawyer or an association (see chapter 6).

IN ITALY, FRANCE AND EUROPE
YOUR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS ARE:
• not to be returned to a country
where you might be victim of persecutions and d
iscriminations;
if you refuse to seek for asylum
when it is offered, you implicity
acknowledge that you do not run
such a risk and potentially expose
yourself to deportation to your
country of origin. On the other
hand, you are theoretically protected from such a measure during your asylum procedure.
• to stay in Europe (and therefore
not to be expelled) if you are part
of “vulnerable groups” (minors,
pregnant women, people with
disabilities, victims of severe
psychological, physical or sexual
violences, victims of human trafficking, or if you are a parent of a
child younger than six months).
• to have free access to basic
medical care and a complete
health screening; women, minors
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and people with physical and/or
mental disabilities are entitled to
special and free assistance;
• in reception centres to have food
and water at least three times a
day and to be housed in places
that are adequately equipped and
not overcrowded;
• to receive essential information —
in a language that you understand — on: your rights, how to
apply for asylum, updates about
your application and details about
the centre and the area where you
are staying;
• to have a written copy of all important documents you receive,
to understand what is written in
these documents and to refuse to
sign documents that you can’t understand;
• to contact, by phone or internet,
25

your relatives and friends in your
home country or any European
country and to meet a cultural
and linguistic mediator;
• if necessary, to ask for a lawyer
who can support you;
• your personal freedom cannot
be restricted without you having
been informed of the reasons for
this restriction;
• not to be subjected to any form
of physical and/or verbal violence
as long as it does not harm the
lives of others or yours;
• to be able to always be together
with your closest relatives (right
to “family unity”), family understood like wife and husband,

 hildren, parents over 60 years
c
of age dependent on you . If you
are a minor (under 18 years old)
the right to “family unity” applies
to any family member;
• if you are a woman or a couple
with children, to stay in specific
places where you can receive the
support and services you need;

MOVING AROUND
1. MOVING IN ITALY
“Before crossing the border”.
While moving around Italy, you could be stopped
by police authorities (Carabinieri/ Polizia).
Police could check your documents.

2. CROSSING THE BORDER

• if you are an unaccompanied
minor, to stay in a specific place
and to have a “guardian”;

French authorities (Gendarmerie/Police /Douanes)
control people crossing the border.

• if you are a victim of human
trafficking, to report those who
exploit you and to be included in
a special programme for protection, general support and social
inclusion.

! REMEMBER
you hold a permit to stay and a permit to travel (“Titolo di viaggio”
in Italian language / “Titre de voyage” in French language) released
by Questura (Police Headquarters) you will be authorized to cross
the border. Nevetherless the authorities could ask you a certificate of
accommodation, the proof that you can financially support your stay,
a travel insurance and a return ticket.
! WARNING
French police could not let you cross the border.

! IMPORTANT
Once in France (or any other Schengen country), if you have
a residence document and a travel one, your are not allowed
to stay there three months but not to work there. It is up to you
to prove that you have been there for less than three months, for
example by presenting a dated ticket from Italy to that country.
Authorities can turn you away even with all these
papers and even confiscate them without saying why.
26
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CONTROLS IN THE BORDER AREAS

! WARNING

BORDER CONTROLS
HAVE BEEN RESTORED!

undercover agents in plain-clothes can stop you.
The police can also be dressed in civilian clothes and have
unmarked cars and stop you. But in this case, they must prove
that they are police by presenting material evidence.

Over the last years there has been an increased of checks on ethnic
and national basis at the borders, at train station and other places
nearby towns on the border with France, Switzerland, Austria. Also,
checks and stops in the trains, on the roads and paths, on the buses and
on private cars directed to the borders are carried out more frequently. At the French-Italian border, the French police controls many roads
along the mountains in a more random way. Fixed control points also
exist. On these points, controls can be carried out 7 days a week and
24 hours a day. In practice, bus drivers systematically ask for your
papers when you enter the bus. Roads are randomly controlled. That
said, some countries such as France and Switzerland have legally required Blablacar (carpooling site) drivers to check their passengers’
documents when travelling across borders to these same countries.
The french police systematically rejects all those who are discovered
without the documents required by European and national regulations while trying to cross the border or in the first 20km after the
border.
In most of the cases, they usually deliver a sheet with the words
“REFUS D’ENTRÉE. It is important to take a picture immediately, or
if you were stopped long after the border (e.g. in Nice), take photos
and keep all the evidence of what happened since police can destroy
them or keep them without explanation.

! WARNING
Keep in mind that you risk being electrocuted
if you attempt to cross the border by climbing
on the train’s roof and that you risk being hit if
you cross the tunnels and railways.
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! IMPORTANT
If you are stopped by the police ask immediately what your rights are,
ask for an interpreter.
If there are any problems, it is useful to document everything.

Therefore, we suggest that you write down, take pictures and film
anything that could provide evidence of these problems and violations of your rights.
Remember to note the date, time and place and to collect evidence of
what happens. Many cases of police violence had been reported.

ITALIAN POLICE
If you arrive in one of these border cities/areas and you are not holding a permit to stay you may receive the notification of an expulsion
order and be transferred to a CPR (Centre for Permanence before
Repatriation) for a period up to 6 months in order to be sent back to
your country (depending on your nationality).

! REMEMBER
If this is your will, you can declare that you want to request international protection or political asylum (‘asilo politico’ in Italian language). Your application can never be rejected by the police; if they
prevent you from asking for asylum, write on a sheet of paper your
general information, date and city where you are and the words
“CHIEDO ASILO” (“I ask for asylum”) and your signature and then
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take a picture of this sheet and send it to local associations and/or to
your contacts.
Be aware that in case you apply for asylum and if there is any doubt
for the police as to your identity (refusal of fingerprints, refusal to
decline and to prove your identity), police could decide to detain you
in a Hotspot for identification reasons for 30 days. Moreover, if your
identity or citizenship cannot be established within 30 days, you can
be detained in a CPR for 180 days.

FRENCH POLICE
When you cross the border, if you wish to apply for asylum in France,
it is important to have a document stating in writing the identity you
wish to declare as an asylum seeker in France, your willingness to
apply for asylum ("I APPLY FOR ASYLUM") and that you fear for your
life if you return to your country.

with false information), contact an association which can help you to
report this type of practice, particularly in cases of vulnerability (minors, women victims of trafficking or domestic violence, people with
mental disorders, etc.). Under no circumstances (except for minors)
this will lead to an authorization to enter France.

! WARNING
Bus or train tickets, hospital tickets, receipts for foreign exchange transactions, and any document from Italy may be used against you by the
French authorities as proof of your previous stay or transit through Italy.
This often happens far from borders and international stations where
the police do not necessarily need to collect such evidence. On the other
hand, such documents from France in your possession may sometimes be
sufficient to convince the French police that you are staying in France.

If you are arrested by the police and wish to apply for asylum in
France, you must immediately declare that you want to apply for international protection in France. In theory, a specific procedure for
"asylum entry request" should be implemented by the border police
(PAF). During all this procedure, theoretically, you cannot be turned
away. In practice, at the French-Italian border, the PAF does not take
asylum applications into account and refuses people, including those
who have claimed to enter the country as asylum seekers.
If you are arrested by the French authorities, you can be arrested and
sent back directly to Italy or undergo a more or less long period of
detention - sometimes at the police station, sometimes in temporary
detention facilities (containers in Menton, the former customs office
near Breil, PAF premises in Montgenèvre) before being sent back to
Italy. The police usually issues a document refered as "REFUSAL OF
ENTRANCE"("REFUS D'ENTREE" in French language. It is important
to take a picture immediately to keep evidence of what is happening.
In the event of illegal refoulement at the border (i.e. without refusal
of entry, or if the asylum application has not been taken into account,
if other rights have not been respected, or with a refusal of entry
30
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PROBLEMS AT THE BORDER
WHICH OF YOUR FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHTS MAY BE VIOLATED?
! IMPORTANT

Based on our experiences and on testimonies of migrants we know,
these are the main violations of rights and problems that may occur
when you are moving within the border areas or cities.
1. Lack of information: on border areas, when stopped by the police
authorities, you may not receive information about your rights and
more specifically about your right to request for asylum at any time
in any place, about where you are and where you will be sent, and
about how long you will be detained;
2. Lack of interpreters: it is your right to be able to communicate
in a language you speak or understand and also to give and receive
information.
3. Lack of medical assistance and medicines: medical assistance on
your arrival and within border areas is often inadequate.
4. Lack of legal support: although it is your right, frequently you are
not given the opportunity to speak to a lawyer;
5. Total or partial restriction of your personal freedom: you may be
prevented from entering or leaving the country. In some cases you
could suffer detention inside a center for identification and/or repatriation or in a “waiting area” (“zone d’attente” in French language)
until the end of your identification procedure or until repatriation is
carried out.
6. Physical and / or verbal violence by the police force or other people: various cases of physical and/or verbal violence by the police
force and/or other people towards migrants have been reported; the
most frequent cases can be: violence carried out in order to force the
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migrants to be identified through fingerprinting, or physical and/
or verbal aggression enacted in cases of protests or specific requests
by the migrants. Verbal aggression and racist acts of various type by
extreme right-wing political groups and / or by the residents of cities
and areas around the border areas are also increasing;
If you are a victim or a witness of human rights violations, discrimination or situations where the essential services are not guaranteed,
you can contact the institutions or associations close to your current
location in order to report what happened.

SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR
UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
! IMPORTANT
You are an unaccompanied foreign minor if you are less than 18
years old and you have no legal representative. Foreign minors cannot be expelled! If you are a minor say it clearly and immediately.

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
IN ITALY
You cannot be expelled;
You will be entitled to have a permit to stay in Italy
(‘Permesso per minore età’ in Italian language).
You have the right to be housed in facilities and
schooling appropriated to your age.
You are entitled to have a legal guardian who
will help you while you are in Italy.
You have the right to search for your family. All the information you
need to find them, will remain confidential. Be aware that according
to Dublin Regulation III, you are entitled to be reunited with any family member or relative in another European country but this procedure implies you have already been recognized minor. It is lenghty
and uncertain.
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To verify your age you can be subjected to the ‘examination of the
wrist’ only if you give your consent. If you refuse, you do not lose
the right to submit an application for international protection and to
remain within the facilities where you are staying.

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
IN FRANCE
If you are a minor, France has the obligation to protect you until you
are 18 years old. You are adviced to start by requesting a child protection procedure (accommodation, schooling…) from the ASE (aide
sociale à l’enfance).
If you declare yourself a minor to the police at the border, they are
supposed to welcome you, accompany you to a suitable structure and
register you in the capital of the department. Sometimes they don’t do
any of this and they send you back to Italy illegally.
In France, when someone initiates a procedure as a minor, they will
try to prove your minority, and they often reject them. There are departments that are more or less overburdened with the reception of
unaccompanied minors. The more overcrowded, the worse the reception conditions are and the stricter the minority’s criteria of proof.
! ATTENTION

From March 2019, a file containing the fingerprints and photos of all
persons who declare themselves minors in France has been created.
It is not linked to EURODAC (therefore not a DUBLIN problem): it is a
national database. At the moment, only a few areas have set it up but
it is spreading. If your request in a department where you have given
your fingerprints is negative, you will no longer be able to make a
minority request in another department.
To decide on your care, the child welfare service (ASE) of the department where you are, will check during an interview that you are under 18 years old and that you are really unaccompanied in France (you
must describe your trip from your country of origin, your family situation in your country, the reasons for your departure...). The assessor
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could also rely on your appearance and behaviour during sheltering.
If you have identity documents, they will be examined. Be careful, in
some departments, ESA collects birth certificates and does not return
them. It is advisable to check with the associations before the interview, and often not to give the originals to the ASE and to keep them
for the lawyer who will appeal to the juvenile judge. The passport is
not always sufficient for certain nationalities.
Be careful with your identity documents, if the PAF considers them
to be false, you can theoretically be prosecuted. In practice this rarely
happens.
If you do not have identity documents, a judge may ask you to have
a medical test (bone test) to check your age. You have the right to
accept or refuse this test, but refusing it leaves little chance of having
the minority. But practices differ from one department to another
for the determination of the minority. Depending on your situation,
check with other minors of your nationality before choosing your
installation department. In general, it is in remote and rural departments that conditions are generally better. On the other hand, large
metropolitan areas should be avoided for minors.
The French administration uses practices that are contrary to the
necessary protection of unaccompanied minors, justifying the refoulement of minors because they have a “beard”, an “adult appearance”. In this case, contact a lawyer who can help you to be protected.
If you are a minor, you can also request for asylum.
You must be represented by an ad-hoc guardian (AAH) to make and
submit your request. This person will represent you and assist you in
this process. The AAH does not necessarily have extensive knowledge
of asylum: you must ask for help from one of the specialist associations. In any case you cannot be placed in the “Dublin” procedure.

UNACCOMPANIED MINOR WOMEN
rumour says it is important to say that you are more than 18 years
old, but it is important to declare it if you are minor or if you are victim of sex trade. To be in a couple with a man is not automatically a
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benefit contrary what some men say. If you are minor and a woman,
it’s important to say your real age in order to be protected.

6. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
MOVING TO FRANCE BY TRAIN

SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR
PREGNANT WOMEN
IN ITALY

GENERAL R
 ECOMMENDATIONS FOR
TRAIN JOURNEYS TO THE BORDERS

According to the Italian law “Testo unico sull’immigrazione” not only
pregnant women or children up to 6 months cannot be expelled but
also their cohabiting husband.

• In the main railway stations of the major cities there is always a
Railway Police Station; in these stations travellers are usually subject
to daily checks, either in the station areas or before getting to the
platforms;

SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR
PREGNANT WOMEN
IN FRANCE

• Always have the ticket with you when travelling: ticket inspectors of
the State Railways are public officers, they can call the police if there
is any irregularity and can ask to check your documents;

In France, there is no right to stay specifically for pregnant women or
with an infant. Being pregnant or having children makes it possible
to be recognized as a vulnerable person and to benefit more easily
from housing an accommodation as an asylum seeker. Being pregnant is also an important element to avoid being placed in Dublin
procedure. A woman can ask a female protection officer to conduct
the OFPRA interview.

• Trains departing from border towns are subject to frequent controls
from the departure station along the way up to destination;

SEX WORKERS
In France there are procedures for protection from prostitution.
Women who are in prostitution networks, and also women who prostitute themselves “alone” can have recourse to them if they are ready
to co-operate with the police. The person is exfiltrated to another city,
isolated and under the control of the programme’s workers.

• In every border railway station there is a border police station,
which checks the documents and monitors the route.

PRACTICAL ADVICESAND WARNINGS
ITALIAN SIDE
! IMPORTANT
if you arrive in one of these border cities / areas just after your first arrival
in Italy and if you have been only identified
(that is without having still applied for political asylum) you may:
a) be stopped and to fall into the procedure for repatriation
(depending on your nationality) sent back to your country of origin;
b) have troubles in accessing the asylum a
 pplication
procedures and /or the reception system;
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c) receive the notification of the expulsion order;
d) be forcibly transferred to Taranto hotspot or to a CPR
(Centre for Permanence before Repatriation).
! WARNING
There are regular checks on ethnic and national basis at the borders, at
train stations and other places nearby towns on the border with France,
Switzerland and Austria. Also checks and stops in the trains directed to
the borders are carried out on daily bases more frequently. There are
reports of forced transfers of migrants from these areas and cities to
hotspots and centres in Southern Italy (like the hotspot of Taranto).

FROM TURIN
(LINGOTTO STATION):
train to Torino-Cuneo and then Cuneo-Ventimiglia to the French stations of Vievola-Tende La Brigue-St Damals de Tende–Fontan SaorgeBreil sur Roja.

FROM GENOVA
(PIAZZA PRINCIPE STATION):
trains R, IC, EC to Ventimiglia; trains EC “Thello” to Nice and M
 arseille
(France) ; Brignole station: trains R and IC to Ventimiglia.

! IMPORTANT
Beware of trafficants ! Train tickets: if you have a permit to stay in Italy you can ALWAYS buy a ticket to any italian station. You can find
the timetable and prices of most trains on www.trenitalia.it

! WARNING
Consider that currently, due to increased checks and push-backs on all borders,
it is very difficult and dangerous to go from Italy to another European country.

FROM SAVONA
trains R, IC, EC to Ventimiglia arriving from Genoa and Turin; trains
EC “Thello” to Nice Ville and Marseille (France). From Ventimiglia
to Nice: regional trains (R) run by French railways SNCF, departing
from Ventimiglia to Cannes, Nice ville and Grasse. “Thello” trains
from Milan Central to Nice and Marseille via Turin, Genoa and
Ventimiglia (prices from 30 euros).

FROM MILANO CENTRAL STATION

- TRAINS TO FRANCE For schedules and exact prices contact:
- Trenitalia (Italian railways):
www.trenitalia.it
89 2021
- SNCF (French railways)
https://en.oui.sncf/en/
call 3635 from France and 89 90 44 024 from Italia.
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to Nice and Marseille (France) via Torino, Genova and Ventimiglia
(prices from 30 euros). From Venezia-Mestre to Dijon and Paris
(France) via Padova,Vicenza, Verona, Brescia and Milan (prices from
67 euros)

TRAINS IN OULX,
BUS FROM OULX TO CLAVIERE
(ITALIAN-FRENCH BORDER)
You can arrive at Oulx taking a train from Porta Nuova Station (direc39

tion Bardonecchia) in Turin or in these stations: Grugliasco, Collegno.
There’s a bus that takes from Oulx to Claviere.

7. USEFUL CONTACTS
! IMPORTANT

- MOVING TO FRANCE BY BUS -

All contacts present on this guide offer their services for free

There are many buses connecting the main Italian cities with France.
For schedules and exact prices contact the following transport companies:

If you do not have an Italian phone number, you have to
dial +39 or 0039 at the beginning of the number

EUROLINES:
www.eurolines.eu
FLIXBUS /BALTOUR:
www.flixbus.it / phone: 0039 (0)861 199 19 00
and www.baltour.it
GO EURO:
www.omio.it

! WARNING
In France Flixbus / Ouibus / trains in the border area
are very often controlled by border police.
To avoid being checked, it seems best to take the train or carpool.
No means of transport is currently exempt from controls and
the situation may change from one territory to another.

ITALY
NATIONAL CONTACTS
• A-DIF
(Associazione Diritti e Frontiere)
email: info@a-dif.org
facebook: ADIF
(information, legal support)
• ASGI
(info, legal support)
(Associazione Studi
Giuridici sull’Immigrazione)
email: segreteria@asgi.it /
info@asgi.it
website: www.asgi.it
facebook: ASGI
• Service against discrimination

If you manage to cross the border by train, you still have to be careful
because there are a lot of police checks at the stations of “Nice Ville” or
“Marseille Saint Charles” but there are often small suburb stations less
dangerous (Nice Saint-Austin, Nice-Riquier, Marseille Blancarde ...).

email: antidiscriminazione@asgi.it
phone: 389 498 84 60 /
011 436 91 58 / 043 250 71 15
(information, legal support)
• Associazione Onlus
“Avvocato di strada”
email: info@avvocatodistrada.it
website: www.avvocatodistrada.it
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(legal support)
phone: 051 22 71 43
• Campagna LasciateCIEntrare
email: info@lasciatecientare.it
website: www.lasciatecientrare.it
facebook: facebook.com/
LasciateCIEntrare
phone: 328 036 49 20 / 338 116 73 97
(monitoring of reception
centres, information, legal support)
email for information and support
about Dublin cases:
yasmina14@hotmail.it
• ARCI
address: Via dei Monti
di Pietralata 16,
00157 Roma
email: numeroverderifugiati@arci.it
website: www.arci.it
(information, support and advice);
Free national number: 800 90 55 70
(with Lycamobile: 351 137 63 35)
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• Juma Map
website: www.jumamap.com
(a mapping - at national level of s
 ervices for asylum seekers and
international and humanitarian protection holders that is part of a project
that involved, with the support of
the UNHCR, the free national number
for asylum seekers and refugees
from ARCI).
phone (free): 800 905 570
• Caritas
address: Via delle Zoccolette 19,
00183 Roma
website: www.caritas.it
(fist reception, information,
other reception services)
phone: 06 686 15 54 / 06 687 52 28

email: carovanemigranti@gmail.com
website: www.carovanemigranti.org
facebook: carovanemigranti
phone: (0039) 351 550 5315
• Comitato solidarietà
rifugiati e migranti Ex Moi Occupata
email: comitatosolidarietarifugiati@
gmail.com
facebook: Ex Moi Occupata Rifugiati
(info, logistic and residential support,
political support, italian lessons)
phone: 329 338 4406
• Csoa Gabrio
sportello di autodifesa “Il-legale”
e ambulatorio popolare autogestito
address: Via Millio 42 (Zona San Paolo)
email: contact@csoagabrio.info
facebook: Csoa Gabrio
(information, political and legal
support,health care)

• Centro Astalli
Jesuit Service for Refugees in Italy
address: Via degli Astalli
website: www.centroastalli.it
(information, legal support for asylum
application, health assistance, etc.)
phone: 06 678 12 46 / 06 677 003 06

• ASAI
Associazione dei Animazione
Interculturale Via S. Anselmo 27/e
email: info@asai.it
website: www.asai.it
(information, Italian lessons)
phone: 011 65 71 14

• National hotline against
humant rafficking: 80 029 02 90

• Associazione Mosaico
Infopoint Casa del Quartiere di
San Salvario,
address: Via Morgari 14,
10125 (TO)
(Wednesday 3—6 pm)
email: mosaicoar@gmail.com
website: www.mosaicorefugees.org
(information, legal and social

LOCAL CONTACTS
PIEMONTE REGION
- TORINO • CAROVANE MIGRANTI
(info, support)
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and medical assistance)
phone: 320 389 58 41
• Camminare insieme
ambulatorio medico gratuito
address: Via Cottolengo 24/A
website: www.camminare-insieme.it
(Specialist medical visits and info
about the local medical services)
phone: 011 436 59 80
• Cammini di salute
address: Via Lemie 29
email: info@camminidisalute.org
website: www.camminidisalute.org
(medical and social assistance
and support, psychological
support, information)

• CAROVANE MIGRANTI
email: carovanemigranti@gmail.com
facebook: carovanemigranti
website: www.carovanemigranti.org
phone: (0039) 351 550 53 15
(info, support)
• Campagna LasciateCIEntrare
email: info@lasciatecientare.it
website: www.lasciatecientrare.it
facebook: facebook.com/
LasciateCIEntrare
phone: 328 036 49 20 / 338 116 73 97
(monitoring of reception centres,
information, legal support)
email for information and support
about Dublin cases:
yasmina14@hotmail.it

• Doctor Without Borders
Medici Senza Frontiere
(information about local
health services)
phone: 342 672 10 45
• Asili Notturni
address: via Ormea 119/121
email: info@asilinotturni.org
website: www.asilinotturni.org
(food, accomodation, health
assistance, clothes, info)
phone: 011 566 08 04

- CUNEO • Osservatorio Accoglienza di Cuneo
email: info.aps.mico@gmail.com
phone: 340 155 06 04
(information, monitoring)

- OULX (ITALIAN-FRENCH
BORDER)
• Night shelter
in Via degli A
 lpini from 8pm—8am
(they will start opening earlier
in the afternoon)
When you exit from Oulx Train Station
take a right and then the first street
on your left. You will find the shelter
at the end of a little unpaved road.
• Rainbow4Africa
phone: +39 347 277 70 29
(they send doctors and health
professionals to the Oulx shelter).
They also have a camper (you can
recognise it by the sign “FREEDOM
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MOUNTAIN”) that goes along
the Oulx-Claviere path by night.
You can stop it if you need any help.
address Head office: Corso 
Trieste 73/a, 10024 Moncalieri (TO)
email: mail@rainbow4africa.org
website: www.rainbow4africa.org
phone: 011 427 73 04

wednesday 2—6 pm
phone: 348 471 95 81 (information)

- VENTIMIGLIA • Bar Hobbit
Via Sir Thomas Hanbury 14,
close to the station
A good place to charge a phone,
relax, meet NGO’s.
Feminine hygiene products.
Open on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday from 7am—6pm

• Ex Casa Cantoniera
Squat housing, shelter, food, clothes
If you come from the train station,
take the Corso Montenero street,
cross the river bridge and turn right
on Via Monginevro / SS24. Continue
walking for 550m, and it will be on
your right (a big red building).

• Kesha Niya Kitchen
email: keshaniyakitchen@gmail.com
website: www.keshaniya.org
facebook: Keshaniya Project
Food distribution Via Tenda,
in front of the graveyard, every
night from 6pm—8pm

• Valsusa Oltre Confine
Solidarity Group in Valle di Susa
(Bardonecchia, Oulx, Claviere)
facebook: https://www.facebook.
com/valsusaoltreconfine/

• Save the Children
Legal advice for minors
from Monday to Friday,
in the morning (9am)
At the border (on the italian side) right
before the Italian police check point.
address: Corso Mentone 103,
18039 Ponte SanLuigi,
Ventimiglia (IM), Italy

LIGURIA REGION
- GENOVA • Casa di Quartiere Ghettup
Sportello / Ghettup Neighborhood
House “Sans papier”
Comunità di San Benedetto
al Porto Vico Croce Bianca 7
(information)

• Progetto 20K:
Information, monitoring, support
and food and clothes distribution.
facebook: Progetto20k
phone: +39 353 392 525 926 (Italy) /
+40 772 421 747 (International)

• Ufficio Migranti ARCI
address: Via al Molo Giano
(casa 25 aprile)
tuesday and friday 9am—1pm
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• Caritas Intermelia
Information, food, clothes,
medical assistance
address: Via San Secondo 20,
Ventimiglia (IM), Italy
facebook: Caritas Intermelia
Organizzazione di
Volontariato Ventimiglia
phone: 0184 355 058

• Diaconia Valdese
email: ventimigliainclusione@
diaconiavaldese.org
(information, legal assistance
for adults). You can find mobile
units in streets, at caritas
or at the campo roja.
phone: 351 118 14 23 / 349 350 84 73

! WARNING
Registration in the camp is made by the police. If you have problems
with the italian police, you won’t be allowed in the camp. The police
takes fingerprints (4 or 10 fingers) but don’t send the information to
EURODAC, they keep it for internal use to check if there are criminal
records (in which case you will not be admitted to the camp)
It’s not a very safe place for women because there are pimps men who force
women to prostitution inside the camp and also in the city (mostly nigerians).
If you have asked for asylum or you have papers in Italy, you can stay in the
camp as long as you want. If you haven’t asked for asylum in Italy, you have
5 days to declare via form the intention to apply for asylum in Italy otherwise
after 5 days you must leave the camp. They do not always respect this procedure
but it happened that the buses to Taranto took people from/into the camp among
those who still hadn’t applied for asylum in Italy to deport them to South Italy.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ABOUT VENTIMIGLIA
There are almost always controls
in the buses at La Turbie (road toll
before Nice) and in the trains
(Menton-Garavan). It often happens
that police officers get violent,by
using p
 epper spray in the train toilets,
punching p
 eople or verbal abuse.

It is very important to take pictures
of all the official documents before
trying to go to France, because
the police can destroy or steal
them (birth certificate for minors,
French récépissé, etc.).
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! CAREFUL

FRANCE

if you have a big amount of money with you, police can accuse
you of being a smuggler and/or steal the money from you.

! IMPORTANT

If you are arrested after 6pm or 7pm, you will have to spend the night
in containers without heat/air conditioning, food, water, toilets, until the next morning, or afternoon: people have reported police violence in the containers. Police officers don’t accept to register asylum
requests, and almost never accept minors on French territory either.
Once a week (but we never know which day), a bus will take people
who haven’t asked for asylum in Italy or people who have exhausted all
appeals, to an identification center in Taranto (Puglia, South Italy).
From there, people are supposed to be sent to a CPR (Centre for Permanence
before Repatriation) and then deported back to their country.
The police controls and arrests people at the border, in Ventimiglia city
center or around the Red Cross camp (sometimes inside the camp).
The French police doesn’t have the fingerprint machine at the border.
Once they control people they give them a “Refus d’entrée” document.
In any case, they don’t seem to take fingerprints at this point.
When fingerprints are taken at the border by the Italian police,
they are not sent to the EURODAC fingerprint system, but to
the SPID italian system (like in the Red Cross Camp).
If you manage to pass through the border at Menton Garavan,
you should still be careful as there are lots of police control at
the train stations “Nice Ville” or “Marseille Saint Charles”.

- SANREMO -

- IMPERIA -

• Centro “L’Ancora” Information
address: Corso Garibaldi 20
Saturday 10am—12pm

• Servizi Sociali Information
address: Piazza Dante
Friday 10am—12pm
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All contacts present on this guide offer their services for free
If you do not have a French phone number, you have to dial
+33 or 0033
at the beginning of the number

NATIONAL CONTACTS
LEGAL ADVICE

• Cimade
64 rue Clisson, Paris
website: www.lacimade.org
Local groups:
www.lacimade.org/regions
phone: +33 144 18 60 50
• GISTI
www.gisti.org
• Anafé (association nationale
d’assistance aux frontières
pour les étrangers)
email: contact@anafe.org
phone: 01 43 67 27 52

relevant and concrete information
regarding the procedures and the
rights of asylum seekers in France,
useful to people who want to seek
asylum or have already applied for
refugee status. This information
is provided through different
media: text, videos and audio.
website: www.domasile.info/fr
• Welcome map with all
kind of information:
National welcome map
www.sursaut-citoyen.org
HOSTING

• National maps about legal advice:
www.espace.asso.fr/
permanences-daccueil/

• 115 emergency phone number
if you have nowhere to sleep.
You can stay maximum 10 days
in a governmental s
 helter.
Police controls are frequent.

• Information For Asylum Seekers in
different languages (english, arabic,
bengali, french, ourdou et russian):
Presented in simple and
understandable language, it provides

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
IF YOUR LIFE IS AT RISK:
• Emergency number for Europe: 112,

in case you have a medical emergency.
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LOCAL
CONTACTS
REGIONAL MAP

Police can answer this line and save
your number.
FOR MINORS

www.reseauhospitalite.org/
carte-interactive

• www.infomie.net
resources about Minors
Non Accompanied
Directory of associative and
institutional actors: www.
infomie.net/spip.php?rubrique124

- BRIANÇON LEGAL ADVICE

FOR WOMEN

• CIMADE
email: briancon@lacimade.org
Permanences 17 rue Alphand,
Salle Ste Thérèse,
everyWednesday from 2pm—6pm

if you have problems or questions
if you get a baby, about abortion,
for contraception, AIDS testing …
• Planning familial
www.planning-familial.org/fr

• Collective Tous Migrants
facebook: https://fr-fr.facebook.com/
tousmigrants/

FOR LGBTQI+
• Urgence homophobie: www.

DORMITORY / FOOD / TOILET /
SHOWERS / FIRST AID / CULTURAL
MEDIATION / LEGAL SUPPORT
• Refuge Solidaire (ex-CRS-barrack),

urgencehomophobie.com/
contact: www.
urgencehomophobie.com/nous-crire
facebook: www.
facebook.com/uhomophobie/

centre of briancon (besides the MJC,
37 rue Pasteur Briançon,
in front of the train station),emergency
housing placed at disposal by the
city of Briançon, run by humanitarian
activists and assisted by Médecins du
monde; the have room for 16 people.
If there is no more space at the Refuge,
an extra dorm — 1 km away, in the city
center — is open) for 3 days (this can
also be a bit more flexible if needed).
Medical assistance on Monday,
Wednesday & Friday mornings
(also first add / cultural mediation /
legal support).

HEALTH:

• Comede
The committee for the health
of the Exiles has set itself the task of acting as a
the health of the exiles and
to defend their rights.
website: www.comede.org
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DORMITORY / FOOD /
TOILET / SHOWERS

• “Chez Marcel”
Housing squat in Briancon
20, Route de Puy Saint-Pierre, Briancon
This is usually not an emergency
place where people would stay for
a couple of days before continuing
their routes, but a place where around
15 people live on the mid-long term.
urgent phone: 0033 783 23 93 83
MEDICAL AID
• In case of emergency for any

 erson with or without papers
p
PASS Briançon
Centre Hospitalier des Escartons
24 Avenue Adrien Daurelle
05105 Briançon
phone: 049 225 25 25

email: info@leplanning05.org
If you have problems or questions if
you get a baby, for contraception,
AIDS testing …
phone: 06 88 31 96 01 / 09 92 43 32 45,
FOR MINORS
• RESF: 04.92.24.45.95,

email: resf05@laposte.net
information, help to get schooled,
against deportation
Daytime reception:
Secours Catholique
7, Avenue du Commandant Dumont
05000 Gap
email: secourscatholique-gap@
orange.fr
phone: 04 92 51 25 39

- GRENOBLE -

- GAP LEGAL ADVICE

WELCOME MAP
https://umap.openstreetmap.fr/en/map/
welcomegrenoblemap_
220192#14/45.1884/5.7237

• CIMADE
email: hautes-alpes@lacimade.org
salle Dumart,
avenue du Commandant Dumont,
Wednesday from 3:30pm—5pm.
phone: 06 76 70 59 73

Lots of information about where
to eat, get clothes, administration,
sleeping, get psychological help…

MEDICAL HELP
• PASS Gap,

MEDICAL HELP
• PASS: CHU Grenoble,

Site Muret
rez-de-chaussée du Bâtiment B

Pavillon Saint Eynard,
Rez-de-chaussée,
tram stop “Grand Sablon”
email: pass@chu-grenoble.fr
phone: 04 76 76 94 66

FOR WOMEN
• Planning familial:

27 rue Colonel Roux, 05000 Gap
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- VAL DE ROYA -

• Medecins du monde:
3 rue Léon Sestier
(Tram stop A Berriat –
Le Magasin)
phone: 04 76 84 17 21

DORMITORY / FOOD /
TOILET / INFORMATION

• Roya citoyenne
website: www.roya-citoyenne.fr
facebook: www.facebook.com/
royacitoyenne

FOR MINORS
• RESF

email: resf38@no-log.org
phone: 06 81 03 52 27
information, help to get schooled,
help against deportation

EMERGENCY HOSTING, LEGAL AID

• Défends Ta Citoyenneté Emmaüs
Roya (Camp Saorgin, Breil-sur-Roya,
Cédric Herrou)
website: www.defendstacitoyennete.fr
facebook: www.facebook.com/
DefendsTaCitoyennete/

FOR WOMEN / LGBT
• Planning familial

30 boulevard Gambetta (5th level)
38000 Grenoble
email: cpef.grenoble.gambetta@
leplanningfamilial38.org
phone: 04 76 87 94 61
If you have problems or
questions if you get a baby, for
contraception, AIDS testing…

- NICE LEGAL ADVICE, FOOD, HOSTING,
ORIENTATION FOR E VERYONE

• Habitat & Citoyenneté
website: www.habitatetcitoyennete.fr
email: habitat.citoyennete@gmail.com
address: 28 rue Dabray,
06000 Nice
phone: +33 953 14 66 86
mobile: +33 621 41 23 82 /
+33 6 49 29 03 59
Open on Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
from 9am—1pm and from 2:30pm—
6pm, on Thursday from 9am—1pm
Legal advice: Tuesday and
Friday 9am—1pm / 2pm—6pm
website: www.facebook.com/
Habitat-et-Citoyenneté
phone: 1771 890 946 36 48 50

FOR LGBT
• Asylum seeker commission

Centre LGBTI.
8 rue Sergent Bobillot
Every 1st Thursday of the
month 6pm—8:30pm
Every 3rd Monday of the
month 6pm—8:30pm
• French lessons only for women:
BAF2, Chemin des alpins
every Tuesday 2pm—3:30pm
(free, no inscription needed).

LEGAL ADVICE
• COVIAM /CIMADE

address: 3, rue Rouget de l’Isle
0600 Nice
phone: 06 16 14 53 56 /
fax: 09 70 29 70 49
On Monday & Wednesday from
5pm— 7pm (Coviam) and for
asylum seeker on Friday from
9:30am to 12:30pm (CIMADE)
• Amnesty International:
36 rue Gioffredo, Nice.
Wednesday 2:30pm—5:30pm,
for asylum seeker
• CIDFF:
33, avenue Jean-Médecin - Bat B.
Make an appointment by
phone: 04 93 71 55 69

• Croix Rouge française
address: 2 ruelles Saint Francois,
Nice
phone: 049 362 86 67
• Daytime reception
Secours catholique.
address:
Under 30 years old:
3 rue rouget de l’Isle
Over 30 years old:
23 rue Paganini
phone: 049 316 74 00

FOR MINORS

• Legal advice from a collective
of NGO’s: Monday 10am—1pm,
address: Le Tremplin,
3 rue Rouget de l’Isle, Nice
• RESF
information, help to get schooled,
help against deportation.
Welcome desk on Friday,
from 2:30pm—6pm,
address: 28 rue Dabray,
06000 Nice
email: adn@adn-nice.org
phone: 06 03 51 28 32 /
04 93 13 49 78 (ademonice)
MEDICAL HELP
• Médecins du Monde:
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Centre d’accueil de s
 oins
et d’orientation.
162 rue de France, Nice
Monday to Friday
(except monday afternoon and friday
morning): 9am—12pm and 2pm—5pm

To go to Marseille, Paris, etc. go to the
train S
 tation “Nice Saint Augustin”

- MARSEILLE WELCOME MAP
www.welcomemapmarseill.
wixsite.com/maps

Free app for mobile phones and
information sharing platform for
migrants arrivingin Marseille
(french, english, arabic): www.QX1.org
SLEEPING

Unfortunately there are not a lot
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of places in the centers for urgent
sleeping places (french: foyer
d’urgence) and a lot of people
have to sleep in the streets. You
can anyway try to call the number 115 and a person could tell you
if there is a place in a center.

El Manba” is not an association, but
a group that brings together people
who are against the idea
of borders and that disagree with
the way the French state treats
the migrants that arrive here.
They try to support the people who
arrives to Marseille, people who
want to stay here and people who
want to go somewhere else.

If you are minor and on the street
without other solution, you can go
to the police. They must provide you
an emergency sleeping solution.
Central Police Marseille:
66—68 La Canebière, 13001.
phone: 04 88 77 58 00 or 17.
Open 24h /24 every day.

LEGAL ADVICE

• Points d’appui
website: www.espace.asso.fr/
permanences-daccueil/
• La CIMADE
address: 8, rue Jean-Marc Cathala,
13002 Marseille
(Tramway Sadi Carnot)
phone: 04 91 90 49 70:
Telephone reception (orientation
of people) on Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday from 9.30am—12pm
and from 2pm—5pm.
The legal department (every
Monday at 2.30pm, with a c
 ollective
reception time, individual follow-up
time and time for sharing and
training within the team).
Asylum reception: doors open on
Thursday mornings from 9.00 to 10.00
am for a large collective reception,
followed by exchange and information
groups. The end of the morning
is reserved for individual reception
of the most complex situations
and vulnerable persons.
People arriving after 10am. are invited
to come back the following Thursday.

! WARNING
Policemen most frequently
deny your minority and doesn’t
look for a solution, take note of
everything, keep every document and show it to a lawyer.

FOR E VERYONE

• Info point:
Collectif Soutien Migrants 13 /
Al Manba
8 rue Barbaroux
(tram stop Réformés)
General welcoming meeting:
monday at 6pm
facebook: www.facebook.com/
collectifmigrants13/
website: https://elmanba.noblogs.
org/home
The collective “Soutien Migrants 13/
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Les Amoureux au ban public (every
Tuesday from 5:00pm—7:00pm):
time for exchanges and advice with
and for French and foreign couples.

• Collectif Soutien Migrants 13 /
Al Manba
8 rue Barbaroux. (tram stop Réformés).
Thursday 3pm-6pm

FOR MINORS

• RESF 13
email: resf13@no-log.org
information, help to get schooled,
against deportation
website: www.
educationsansfrontieres.org/
Emergency phone / téléphone
urgence: +33 6 31 32 48 65

You must first go to ADAAP13-
service MNA: 352 bd National,
13003 (tram stop National).
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 9am—12pm.
It is a state service which must
provide you with: first unconditional
reception / a place to sleep /
protect you / social and educative
evaluation / daytime reception.
! WARNING
They are understaffed and the
practice is that the minors are put
on a waiting-list and sent back on
the streets. BUT it is important
to be registered there first if you
are a minor willing to stay in
Marseille, for all the next steps.
Experience shows that it can
take several monthes until you’re
taken care of, found a place in
a children home or a school.

LEGAL ADVICE FOR MINORS

Maison des avocats:
56 rue Montgrand, 13006 Marseille
(tram stop Estrangin Préfecture).
Thursday: 2pm—4pm.
phone: +33 491 15 31 00 to take
an appointment

• Maison des Droits de l’Homme
34 Cours Julien, 13006
(tram stop Notre-Dame-du-Mont)
(support for migrant families, young
people and children), 1st wednesday
of the month, 3pm—6pm
• Number (free) to address a child
in danger 24 / 7: 08 00 13 13 00
FOR WOMEN / LGBTQI+

ask Collectif Soutien Migrants 13 /
Al Manba
MEDICAL CARE FOR WOMAN

• PASS Conception Hospital /
motherhood, gynecology
(Permanence for the Access to
Health Care) In French: Hôpital
Conception / Permanence
d’Accès aux Soins de Santé)
address: 147, bd Baille
13005 Marseille (tram stop Baille)
phone: 04 91 38 19 21
Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri: 9am—12pm
and 2pm—4pm, Wed 2pm—4pm
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PLANNING FAMILIAL

address: 5A, place Marceau
13002 Marseille
phone: 04 96 11 65 00
Everyday 7:30am— 4pm

if you have problems or
questions if you get a baby, for
contraception, AIDS testing…
106, boulevard National, 13003
Marseille (tram stop Saint Charles)
phone: 04 91 91 09 39,
Monday to Thursday:
2pm—6pm, Fri: 2pm—5pm

LEGAL ADVICE
FOR WOMEN

• Boutique Solidarité
address: 16, rue Loubon
13003 Marseille
phone: 04 91 08 19 67
Monday to Friday: 9am—12pm

MEDICAL CARE FOR E VERYBODY

• PASS Rimbaud /
Timone Hospital (Permanence for the
Access to Health Care):
264, rue St Pierre
13005 Marseille (tram stop Timone)
phone: 04 91 38 78 79 (adults) /
phone: 04 91 96 49 58 (children)
Thursday: 9am—12pm.
On the other days you
need an appointment

- LYON LEGAL ADVICE

• La CIMADE
address: 33 rue Imbert-Colomès
69001 Lyon
email: lyon@lacimade.org
phone: 04 78 28 47 89

• Planning familial:
address: 236, Cours Lafayette
69003 Lyon.
email: mfpf69@planningfamilial69.fr
phone: 04 78 89 50 61
if you have problems or questions
if you get a baby, for contraception,
AIDS testing …
• GAMS if you are a woman victim of
excision, forced marriage, abuse:
address: 292 rue Vendôme
69003 Lyon
phone: 04 72 61 13 11 / 06 59 51 05 05
FOR MINORS

• Villeurbanne:
Palais du travail 9
place Lazare Goujon

• Médecins du monde
address: 4, avenue Rostand
13003 Marseille (tram stop National)
phone: 04 95 04 56 03
Monday, Wednesday & Friday at 9am

• MRAP (Mouvement contre le
racisme et pour l’amitié entre
les peuples)

• RESF
email: resf.rhone@laposte.net
phone emergency / urgence:
06 31 11 24 29
information, help to get schooled,
help in case of deportation
FOR LGBTQI+

• Imaje Santé
For young people 18-25 years:
doctors, psychologists,
social assistants
address: 35, rue Estelle,
13001 Marseille
(tram stop N
 otre Dame du Mont)
phone: 04 91 13 71 8

• Maison Berthy Albrecht
address: 14 place Grand Clément,
69100 Villeurbanne
email: mrap.rhone@wanadoo.fr
phone: 06 84 48 89 72
• Centre social et culturel
Quartier Vitalité –
Conditions des Soies
address: 7 rue Saint Polycarpe
69001 Lyon

DAYTIME RECEPTION
(SHOWER, COFFEE, REST)

• ADJ MARCEAU
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www.watizat.org
www.gisti.org/spip.php?article5116

email: mrap_lyon1_4@yahoo.fr /
mrap.lyon@laposte.net
phone: 06 89 61 92 61

www.asso2msg.org

- PARIS FOR E VERYBODY
www.baamasso.org/fr/
Guide for asylum s eeker
(french, english, arabic):

• Cimade Paris et Ile-de-France
address: 46, Boulevard des
Batignolles (tram stop Rome ligne 2)
website: www.lacimade.org/
regions/ile-de-france-champagneardennes/
phone: 01 40 08 05 34
Legal advice by telephone:
01 40 08 05 34
Monday 2:30pm—5:30pm and
Wednesday 9:30am—12:30pm
• GISTI
3 villa marcès
website: www.gisti.org
email: gisti@gisti.org
phone: 01 43 14 60 66
Monday to friday 3pm—6pm,
Wednesday & Friday 10am—12pm
LEGAL ADVICES
• FROM A COLLECTIVE OF
NGO AT ATMF:

address: 10 rue Affre, 75018 Paris
(tram stop La chapelle),
Monday 2pm—5pm
• le BAAM
(Bureau d’Accueil et
d’Accompagnement des Migrant·es)
address: Mairie du 4e arrondissement
de Paris, 2 place Baudoyer, 75004 Paris
(tram stop Hôtel de Ville, Lignes 1 / 11)
website: www.baamasso.org/fr/
email: baam.asso@gmail.com
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facebook: www.facebook.com/
pg/baam.asso/
Wednesday & Friday from 5pm—8pm

75019 Paris (tram stop Riquet)
email: contact@adjie.fr
Monday 6pm—10pm or
Saturday 9am—2pm

• le CEDRE
help center for asylum seekers and
refugees (legal, administrative,
daytime reception, french and
infrmatic lessons)
address: 23, boulevard de la
Commanderie, 75019 Paris
email: cedre@secours-catholique.org
phone: 01 48 39 10 92
• Collectif La Chapelle Debout
Fight for the rights with migrants
refugees asylum seekers and
sans-papiers
facebook: www.facebook.com/
CollectifLaChapelleDebout/
email: collectif.lachapelle.debout@
gmail.com
phone: 07 68 77 97 16

8. COMMUNICATION HELP

FOR LGBTQI+

www.ardhis.org/WP3/
Centre LGBT Paris
address: 63 Rue Beaubourg,
75003 Paris
email: contact@ardhis.org
phone: 06 19 64 03 91
in case of emergency (arrest,
deportation) contact as quick
as possible.
MEDICAL HELP FOR E VERYBODY

• Comede IDF
Hôpital de Bicêtre
address: 78 rue du Général Leclerc,
94270 Le Kremlin-Bicêtre.
Opening hours: Monday to Friday
8:30am, to get a consultation with a
nurse or to ask for a first appointment.
For other information call:
01 45 21 38 40
Monday to F
 riday from
2:30pm—5:30pm

FOR WOMEN

• KÂLI
For woman suffering from violence or
vulnerability because of their gender
address: 5 rue de la Révolution,
Montreuil (tram stop Robespierre or
Croix de Chavaux)
facebook: www.facebook.com/
pg/assokali/
Legal advice Thursday 6:30pm—8pm

FOR PEOPLE WANTING TO
GO TO UNIVERSITY

• RESOME
www.resome.org
facebook: Resome

FOR MINORS

• ADIJIE
Legal help from several
NGO’s for minors.
address: 49 ter avenue de Flandre
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